Specifications tableSubject areaComputational biology, BioinformaticsMore specific subject areaPhylogeneticsType of dataText files, Images, TablesHow data was acquiredComputer simulation, nonlinear regressionData formatSimulated, AnalyzedExperimental factorsSimulated data from publicly available phylogenetic treesExperimental featuresAmino acid sequence evolution simulation, evolutionary and uncorrected distance estimations, and nonlinear regressionData source locationInstitut Pasteur, Paris, FranceData accessibilitySimulation data and scatter plot figures are available at <https://zenodo.org/record/2653704> (doi:10.5281/zenodo.2653704), numerical data and graphical representations of the nonlinear fitting are with this article**Value of the data**•The data proposed here should aim at enhancing the estimation of pairwise evolutionary distances between any pairs of amino acid sequences from a methodological, practical or educational point of view.•Available simulated data can be used to develop new methods and algorithms for more accurate or faster estimates of pairwise evolutionary distances.•Numerical data can be used to perform faster evolutionary distance estimates directly from the proportion of observed differences.•Associated figures can be used for educational purposes to illustrate the strong relationship between evolutionary and uncorrected distances.

1. Data {#sec1}
=======

Given a pair of homologous amino acid sequences, there exists a strong positive monotonic relationship between the number *d* of substitution events per site that have occured during their evolution and the proportion *p* of observed differences (often called uncorrected distance or *p*-distance) between the two aligned sequences [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9]. For estimating the (unknown) evolutionary distance *d* from the observed value *p*, analytical formulae of the following form (often called gamma distance) have been proposed:where *a* and *b* are two positive numerical parameters depending on the heterogeneity of the replacement rate among amino acid pairs and sites, and on the equilibrium frequencies of amino acid residues, respectively [@bib2], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15]. In line with previous attempts [@bib2], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib14], [@bib16], data presented here are estimations of *a* and *b* as obtained through computer simulations for 27 empirical models of amino acid substitution [@bib1], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37] (see names and associated references in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), as well as the associated text files containing simulation datasets (<https://zenodo.org/record/2653704>) and figures showing the relationship between *p* and *d* ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, and image files available at <https://zenodo.org/record/2653704>).Table 1Poisson correction (PC) gamma distance: estimated values and associated statistics of the numerical constants *a* for 27 empirical models of amino acid substitution.Table 1Evolutionary model*ba*Estimate95% confidence intervalMean squared errorDayhoff [@bib1]1.000001.999241.998501.999970.00121BLOSUM62 [@bib17]1.000003.243343.241883.244810.00064JTT [@bib18]1.000002.571632.570572.572700.00089mtREV [@bib19]1.000001.238671.238121.239220.00496mtMam [@bib20]1.000000.903480.903240.903720.00365cpREV [@bib21]1.000001.986281.985561.986990.00119VT [@bib22]1.000003.418013.416283.419750.00072WAG [@bib23]1.000002.697882.696652.699100.00096WAG\* [@bib23]1.000002.804302.803052.805550.00084rtREV [@bib24]1.000002.080112.079362.080870.00107PMB [@bib25]1.000003.459243.457653.460840.00059DCMut-Dayhoff [@bib26]1.000002.010702.009962.011440.00120DCMut-JTT [@bib26]1.000002.551912.550862.552950.00088HIVb [@bib27]1.000001.835881.835291.836460.00110HIVw [@bib27]1.000001.628391.627761.629020.00210MtArt [@bib28]1.000000.936280.936020.936530.00345LG [@bib29]1.000002.210462.209522.211400.00129MtZoa [@bib30]1.000001.054661.054391.054920.00235cpREV64 [@bib31]1.000002.635032.633812.636250.00103FLU [@bib32]1.000001.528201.527751.528650.00144gcpREV [@bib33]1.000001.761471.760901.762050.00128stmtREV [@bib34]1.000002.038132.037192.039080.00184AB [@bib35]1.000001.715211.714801.715620.00075mtInv [@bib36]1.000001.579971.579191.580760.00373mtMet [@bib36]1.000001.404691.404201.405180.00240mtVer [@bib36]1.000001.155961.155581.156340.00330DEN [@bib37]1.000002.128342.127532.129150.00111Table 2Equal-input (EI) gamma distance: estimated values and associated statistics of the numerical constants *a* and *b* for 27 empirical models of amino acid substitution.Table 2Evolutionary model*ba*Estimate95% confidence intervalMean squared errorDayhoff [@bib1]0.939933.145823.145503.146130.00005BLOSUM62 [@bib17]0.941516.326906.325996.327820.00002JTT [@bib18]0.941914.396884.396334.397440.00004mtREV [@bib19]0.924671.956011.955781.956230.00024mtMam [@bib20]0.924731.305271.305141.305390.00040cpREV [@bib21]0.939163.149713.149403.150020.00005VT [@bib22]0.940926.968476.967146.969800.00003WAG [@bib23]0.940554.816534.815794.817260.00005WAG\* [@bib23]0.940555.015985.015185.016790.00005rtREV [@bib24]0.940243.305783.305453.306120.00005PMB [@bib25]0.941957.105757.104597.106910.00002DCMut-Dayhoff [@bib26]0.939933.169833.169513.170150.00005DCMut-JTT [@bib26]0.941934.366634.366074.367190.00004HIVb [@bib27]0.941792.775722.775502.775940.00004HIVw [@bib27]0.938192.456112.455842.456390.00012MtArt [@bib28]0.927431.352061.351861.352260.00095LG [@bib29]0.940513.568203.567673.568730.00009MtZoa [@bib30]0.926861.572511.572271.572750.00068cpREV64 [@bib31]0.939484.643574.642794.644360.00006FLU [@bib32]0.941102.227172.227042.227310.00005gcpREV [@bib33]0.937452.727782.727552.728000.00005stmtREV [@bib34]0.927783.773583.773223.773950.00004AB [@bib35]0.934072.785492.784732.786250.00058mtInv [@bib36]0.922112.858662.858352.858970.00011mtMet [@bib36]0.925462.344192.343872.344510.00024mtVer [@bib36]0.920521.912741.912411.913070.00067DEN [@bib37]0.941433.346723.346323.347120.00006Fig. 1Scatter plots (gray dots) representing the relationship between the uncorrected distance *p* (x-axis) and the evolutionary distance *d* (y-axis) for the three general amino acid substitution models Dayhoff [@bib1], JTT [@bib18] and WAG [@bib23] (left), and for their variants DCMut-Dayhoff, DCMut-JTT [@bib26] and WAG\* [@bib23] (right). Estimated Poisson correction (PC) and equal-input (EI) gamma distance functions are drawn in red and blue, respectively.Fig. 1Fig. 2Scatter plots (gray dots) representing the relationship between the uncorrected distance *p* (x-axis) and the evolutionary distance *d* (y-axis) for the four general amino acid substitution models BLOSUM62 [@bib17], VT [@bib22], PMB [@bib25] and LG [@bib29]. Estimated PC and EI gamma distance functions are drawn in red and blue, respectively.Fig. 2Fig. 3Scatter plots (gray dots) representing the relationship between the uncorrected distance *p* (x-axis) and the evolutionary distance *d* (y-axis) for the eight mitochondrial amino acid substitution models mtREV [@bib19], mtMam [@bib20], MtArt [@bib28], MtZoa [@bib30], stmtREV [@bib34], mtInv, mtMet and mtVer [@bib36]. Estimated PC and EI gamma distance functions are drawn in red and blue, respectively.Fig. 3Fig. 4Scatter plots (gray dots) representing the relationship between the uncorrected distance *p* (x-axis) and the evolutionary distance *d* (y-axis) for the three amino acid substitution models cpREV [@bib21], cpREV64 [@bib31] and gcpREV [@bib33] dedicated to plastid-encoded protein sequences. Estimated PC and EI gamma distance functions are drawn in red and blue, respectively.Fig. 4Fig. 5Scatter plots (gray dots) representing the relationship between the uncorrected distance *p* (x-axis) and the evolutionary distance *d* (y-axis) for five amino acid substitution models dedicated to retrovirus (rtREV [@bib24]), HIV (HIVb, HIWw [@bib27]), influenza (FLU [@bib32]), and dengue (DEN [@bib37]) protein sequences. Estimated PC and EI gamma distance functions are drawn in red and blue, respectively.Fig. 5Fig. 6Scatter plot (gray dots) representing the relationship between the uncorrected distance *p* (x-axis) and the evolutionary distance *d* (y-axis) for the antibody-specific model of amino acid substitution AB [@bib35]. Estimated PC and EI gamma distance functions are drawn in red and blue, respectively.Fig. 6

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec2}
==============================================

To simulate the evolution of amino acid sequences along reliable real-case phylogenetic trees, the 1,903,844 available ones on the ftp repository of PhylomeDB v4 (<ftp://phylomedb.org/phylomedb>) were considered, as they have been inferred by a workflow including homologous sequence clustering and alignment from a broad range of genes and phyla (eukaryota, bacteria and archaea; see details at <http://phylomedb.org>) followed by maximum likelihood phylogenetic inference [@bib38]. A reduced subset of these trees was built to obtain a wide array of induced patristic distances that are quite evenly distributed over \[0, 20\] (see y-axis ranges in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}): for *m* growing from 0.0001 to 20 (step = 0.001), one tree (at least 25 taxa) was picked out such that its diameter (i.e. maximum patristic distance) was as close as possible to *m*. Following this procedure, 20,000 real-case phylogenetic trees representative of a comprehensive range of evolutionary events and distances were selected. For each considered evolutionary model (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), the evolution of a sequence of 50,000 amino acid residues was simulated using INDELible v1.03 [@bib39] along each of the 20,000 selected phylogenetic trees, and the matrix of observed *p*-distances was computed from each of the simulated multiple sequence alignments using FastME v2.1.5 [@bib40]. Next, for each evolutionary model, a subset of simulated data (i.e. phylogenetic tree, simulated multiple sequence alignment, and corresponding *p*-distance matrix) was selected to obtain at least 500,000 values *p* that approximately follow a uniform distribution over \[0, 0.9\]. For each of those selected multiple sequence alignments, the branch lengths of the associated phylogenetic tree were refitted using RAxML-NG v0.8.1 BETA [@bib41] with the corresponding evolutionary model, and the matrix of patristic distances *d* was computed using gotree v0.2.10 (<https://github.com/evolbioinfo/gotree>). Of note, for each of the 27 considered evolutionary models, INDELible and RAxML-NG were both used with the corresponding empirical replacement matrix file gathered from <http://giphy.pasteur.fr/empirical-models-of-amino-acid-substitution>. Finally, as each pair of distance matrices (i.e. uncorrected and evolutionary distances *p* and *d*) represents numbers of observed differences and occurred substitutions per site, respectively, each entry was multiplied by the total number of sites (i.e. 50,000) and rounded to the closest integer. This scaling and rounding step allows observing the same integer values than the ones obtained with alternative programs for branch length refitting (e.g. PhyML [@bib42], IQ-TREE [@bib43]) while each program leads to slightly different evolutionary distances *d* because of rounding errors or implementation choices (not shown).

Two versions of the nonlinear functional relationship between the evolutionary distance *d* and the uncorrected distance *p* were fitted separately to each simulated data. The first, called the Poisson correction (PC) gamma distance, is determined by fixing *b* = 1 in formula (1) [@bib2], [@bib5], [@bib44]. The second, called the equal-input (EI) gamma distance, is determined with *b* = 1 − ∑~*r*~ *π*~*r*~^2^ in formula (1), where *π*~*r*~ is the equilibrium frequency of the amino acid residue *r* [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib15]. For each of the 27 considered evolutionary models, empirical values of *π*~*r*~ from the corresponding amino acid replacement matrix were used for computing *b* ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). For each evolutionary model and each of the two PC and EI gamma distances, the numerical constant *a* was estimated by weighted nonlinear regression from the pairs of integer versions of uncorrected and evolutionary distances *p* and *d* gathered from the corresponding simulation file (see above) and divided by the number of simulated sites (i.e. 50,000). Each least-square estimation of the parameter *a* was performed using R v3.5.3 [@bib45] with the function nls. Default Gauss-Newton algorithm was used with relative weighting (i.e. each *d* was weighted with *d*^−2^) and starting value *a* = 2.

All simulation datasets are available at <https://zenodo.org/record/2653704> (doi:10.5281/zenodo.2653704). The 20,000 phylogenetic trees selected for simulating sequence evolution are available as a text file together with descriptive statistics summarizing the corresponding patristic distances. For each of the 27 evolutionary models (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), blocks of simulation data (i.e. PhylomeDB identifiers, random seeds, trees with refitted branch lengths, integer values of *p* and *d*) are available as text files. Estimated values of *a* are given for the PC and EI gamma distances in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, respectively, together with the associated 95% confidence intervals and mean squared errors. [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} represent the 27 scatter plots of simulated *d* against *p*, as well as the regression curves for the two PC and EI gamma distance functions. Each scatter plot is also available with and without the regression curves at <https://zenodo.org/record/2653704>.
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